**BIRDS SING**
An animated film in which children from the Ivory Coast give their accounts of war and peace.

To walk the walk. Trust, patience, compassion, and humor are part of the lesson plan. For a refugee child anywhere in the world, Miss Kiet is keenly aware of the problems they've already lived through — she teaches them to speak Dutch, to talk the talk — but more importantly, she compels to leave — fated to reimagine their earliest years through poetry and song.

The international press calls MISS KIET'S CHILDREN: “a jewel,” “subtle but powerful,” and “tender and shrewdly observed.”

MISS KIET'S CHILDREN   DIRECTED BY PETRA LATASTER-CZISCH AND PETER LATASTER

Presented with support from the Richard Brick, Geri Ashur, and Sara Bershtel Fund for Social Justice Documentaries

**SONG OF GRANITE**
Combining documentary and fiction filmmaking, SONG OF GRANITE portrays the hardscrabble life of master stonecutter Alfredo Giuffrida as well as the story of his son, grandson, and great-grandson, each a master stonecutter in his own right. In 2015, Alfredo placed his tools down for the last time after working his entire life in the granite quarry and as a stonecutter in Green-Wood Cemetery. Now, his grandson, Alfredo Giuffrida III, continues the family business.

SONG OF GRANITE   PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY PAT COLLINS

**CHAVELA**
Chavela Vargas (1919–2012): “A trailblazing free spirit whose appetite for tequila and women was as legendary as her soul-stirring vocals… Chavela Vargas (1919–2012): “A trailblazing free spirit whose appetite for tequila and women was as legendary as her soul-stirring vocals…

CHAVELA   PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY CATHERINE GUND AND DARESHA KYI

**HAPPY END**
A multi-generational drama starring Isabelle Huppert and Mathieu Kassovitz as chilly siblings, with Jean-Hugues Anglade, Moana Pozzi and Dominique Reymond.

HAPPY END   DIRECTED BY MICHAEL HANEKE
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Membership Benefits!

All members receive two tickets to any programming, regardless of price, for use on any weekday screening. 

$125 members receive a guest privilege card, allowing the purchase of 2 tickets at the $9 price.

$250 members and above may make telephone reservations for any screening.

$750 members and above may make telephone reservations for any screening and may attend the Director’s Cocktail Reception. 

All members receive a 20% discount on Film Forum’s own merchandise (Maira Kalman designed T-shirts in black or white) and are placed on mailing and e-mail lists.

$1,000 members and above have DVD borrowing privileges. Depending upon availability, we offer a 2-week loan of 10 films we have played in the past. They also receive a seat plaque in one of the cinemas.

$5,000 members and above have additional benefits, including a private backstage tour of Film Forum with Director Karen Cooper. Plus invitations to additional special events throughout the year.

Support Film Forum

A successful season since 1963, Film Forum has flourished thanks to 40 years of informed independent film programming and an ambience that attracts a diverse and intelligent audience. Our programming has won awards and international acclaim, and our audience is selective and committed to independent cinema. Membership gifts of $250 and above are fully tax-deductible. 

Membership Levels:

$750 – $9,999

FF’s Own Merchandise 20% off

Invitations to special events

Up to 4 seats (Mon–Thurs) or 2 seats (Fri–Sun) to each week’s Wednesday screening as a benefit event. Blocks of 10 tickets in any combination.

$1,000 – $14,999

Invitations to special events

Up to 4 seats (Mon–Thurs) or 2 seats (Fri–Sun) to each week’s Wednesday screening as a benefit event. Blocks of 10 tickets in any combination.

$2,500 – $9,999

Invitations to special events

Up to 4 seats (Mon–Thurs) or 2 seats (Fri–Sun) to each week’s Wednesday screening as a benefit event. Blocks of 10 tickets in any combination.

$10,000 and above

Invitations to special events

Up to 5 seats (Mon–Thurs) or 3 seats (Fri–Sun) to each week’s Wednesday screening as a benefit event. Blocks of 10 tickets in any combination.

In addition to all the above, membership includes a tax-deductible donation of $753, membership in The Leyli Foundation, free or reduced-price film tickets, invitations to special events, and access to FF’s own merchandise, including Maira Kalman-designed T-shirts.

Ongoing Support

In association with the New York Public Library, support Film Forum with a tax-deductible donation to The Leyli Foundation. Your donation will support the presentation of independent film premieres and an ambitious program of repertory selections and classic re-releases—because movie-lovers have given generously. There are many ways to make a tax-deductible contribution.

Contact the Membership Coordinator (212) 627-2035 or e-mail benefitscoordinator@filmforum.org.

Membership Benefits
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